
 

Doodle Magic Colour Mat: 

Watch colours magically swipe away with Doodle Magic, 

the marker and drawing surface system! Roll out this huge 

60cm x 90cm colouring surface for hours of worry-free 

creativity on the floor, wall or on the go. Crayola Doodle 

Magic Ink provides colour that disappears with water! No 

soap or washing needed for worry-free clean up. Special 

surface can be reused and eliminates the need for paper! 

Pick your colours and doodle, then swipe, wipe and colour 

again! Includes Colouring Mat, 4 Doodle Magic Markers, 

Colour Eraser and Wipe Cloth. Age 3+, RRP: $29.99 

 

Marker Maker: 

Marker Maker is an interactive kit that contains everything you 

need to make 16 full-sized coloured markers. You'll be the lead 

scientist of your very own colour laboratory! The mixing guide helps 

you decide what colours you'll create - or you can make up your 

own! The factory puts your custom colour into a unique marker that 

you can then click together and show off as your own one-of-a-kind 

creation. Includes the Marker Maker Unit, Components for Making 

16 Custom Colour Markers, 3 Bottles of Ink (Red, Blue, Yellow), 

Mixing Guide, Marker Labels and 2 Marker Storage Boxes. Age 8+, 

RRP: $29.99 

 

My Virtual Fashion Show (Release Date November 2014): 

With My Virtual Fashion Show you can transform your creative 

vision into a virtual reality for all to see. To get started, use the 

coloured pencils to sketch your designs on the pre-printed model 

template in the sketchbook. Design dresses, tops, skirts, pants, and 

shoes while experimenting with colour, shape, and different styles. 

When you're finished drawing and designing, use a smart phone or 

tablet device (not included) to transport your new creation into the 

My Virtual Fashion Show app which will automatically put your 

design on a virtual model. Customise your model's look and add 

accessories, then watch as she walks down a virtual runway 

wearing your creation! My Virtual Fashion Show kit includes a 

Fashion Portfolio for storing and carrying your original creations, 

12 Short Coloured Pencils for sketching, a 20-page Fashion Sketchbook for you to create up to 10 designs and 

the My Virtual Fashion Show App (compatible with iOS and Android devices). Age 6+, RRP: TBC 


